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EDITORIAL

The Dilemma of Weight Cycling in Obesity: Is It Really a Health Risk
Factor?
Obesity is a serious health problem, officially recognized by The American Medical Association (AMA) as a
disease associated with several medical [1] and psychosocial comorbidities [2]. Its prevalence is increasing worldwide
in adolescents and adults of both genders [3]. In recent decades, it has doubled in more than 70 countries, and is
continuously increasing in most others. Particularly worrisome, however, is the finding that it has approximately tripled
in children and young adults in developing and middle-income societies, for example Brazil and China. Indeed, the
early onset of obesity is likely to translate into a high cumulative incidence of type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease
and high rate of mortality [3].
Although in Western society this has prompted international guidelines to recommend a wide range of weight-loss
interventions [4], most of these are known to be effective only in the short-term. In fact, weight regain is extremely
common in patients with obesity who have intentionally lost weight, and almost 80% of patients are estimated to return
to their baseline weight within five years of follow-up.
This phenomenon has been termed as “weight cycling” [5], and in the new millennium there has been great interest
in studying its effects in humans [6]. Such research has however produced inconsistent findings, especially in terms of
its adverse effects on health in obesity. Although there is a commonly held belief among the general population and
some clinicians that weight cycling has a potential to predispose to future weight regain and provoke adverse effects on
health [7], this has, by no means been demonstrated conclusively, and the effects of weight cycling on body
composition, resting energy expenditure, and cardiovascular and metabolic status, for example, still remain to be
explored [8, 9].
Furthermore, the majority of the existing scientific literature has been plagued by several important limitations, first
and foremost a rather arbitrary definition of “weight cycling”, which makes findings difficult to compare. Moreover, the
cross-sectional design of most studies into weight cycling means that though they may indicate simple associations
between “weight cycling” and some health parameter, they will never be able to provide solid information as to causal
relationships. A part from this, another common methodological limitation is the reliance on self-reported weightcycling history, collected by means of questionnaires etc., which raises significant questions as to the accuracy of data
(i.e., weight lost, weight regained, number of cycles etc.). Last but not least, some short-term studies (i.e. a few weeks)
have investigated induced weight cycling with intentional weight regain, but this clearly cannot be a representative of
the natural history of obesity, in which weight cycling occurs unintentionally and over a variable period of time (i.e.
months or years) [8].
In some cases, misleading information regarding weight cycling has led clinicians to encourage patients to limit
weight-loss attempts to prevent the adverse effects on health that they believe this phenomenon may produce [9]. Others
are unsure as to how best to advise their patients. In light of this, The Open Nutrition Journal is seeking quality research
on the topic, with the ultimate aim of providing a conclusive, evidence-based answer to the question: “Is weight cycling
in obesity really a health risk factor?”
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